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Abstract. A new method of spatial coherence profilometry is demon-
strated. The surface profile is measured by shifting the spatial degree of
coherence gradually in its own space of existence, and modulating its
phase angle. In each point of the sample we analyze the change of light
intensity versus the phase of a Fresnel zone pattern used as the intensity
distribution of an incoherent quasimonochromatic source. The tilt of the
surface is measured by gradually shifting the Fresnel zone plate on its
transverse plane. This shift of the light source rotates the spatial degree
of coherence around the coordinate origin until the condition of maximum
interference visibility is fulfilled. The method works without any mechani-
cal movement and a quasimonochromatic light illuminates the interfero-
metric system. Experimental demonstration of the new method is pre-
sented. © 2003 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
[DOI: 10.1117/1.1542893]
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1 Introduction

Optical coherence profilometry1,2 is a noninvasive sensin
method that provides profile information with high resol
tion and high sensitivity. Most of the systems of this kin
operate by the principle of temporal coherence.3 Recently,
several attempts to explore the principle of longitudin
spatial coherence for coherence profilometry have b
made.4–6 The coherence between two points along
propagation axis can be determined purely by the exten
a quasimonochromatic incoherent planar source accor
to a particular interpretation of the Van Cittert-Zernie
theorem. Rosen and Takeda5 have shown that the effec
could be useful for measuring three-dimensional profiles
rough surfaces. Two features are characteristic of this n
technique. First, a quasimonochromatic light illumina
the system, and that gives an inherent immunity from
fects of dispersion. Second, the surface profile is meas
without shifting the sample or the reference mirror. Th
last feature can save mechanical movements and may
able the measurement of surfaces that cannot move rel
to the reference mirror.

In this study we explore more deeply the recently
vented method of spatial coherence profilometry with
mechanical movements.5,6 The heart of the method is th
control on the shape of the spatial degree of coherence.
surface profile is measured by means of nonmechanic
shifting the spatial degree of coherence gradually in
space of existence while keeping the optical path differe
between the interferometer’s measured surface and a r
ence plane constant. Appearance of high interference
ibility on the detector is an indication that the optical pa
830 Opt. Eng. 42(3) 830–836 (March 2003) 0091-3286/2003/$15
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difference is equal to the amount of the shift of the spa
degree of coherence. A key element in this scheme is
electrically addressed spatial light modulator~SLM! that
can spatially modulate the intensity distribution of the ligh
Using SLM, one can get complete control on the shape
the phase of the degree of coherence in the system wit
moving any component in the interferometer. There are t
new elements in this study compared to Refs. 5 and 6;
the transverse, additionally to the axial, movement of
degree of coherence is demonstrated. This additional
ture enables us to measure not just the elevation of a
face but also its angle of tilt relative to the reference pla
Second, the phase of the degree of coherence is modul
This additional feature enables us to measure altitude
small surfaces, smaller than the size of a single interfere
fringe.

2 Description of Spatial Coherence Profilimeter

Since the theory of operation of the spatial coherence p
filometer has already been reported in detail,5,6 it is only
briefly reviewed here. A schematic illustration of the pr
filometer is shown in Fig. 1. A Fresnel zone pattern~FZP!
is imaged by lensL0 on a rotated diffuser, thus creating
dynamic incoherent light source. The FZP is displayed
an electrical-addressed SLM and illuminated by a las
Light from this quasimonochromatic incoherent sour
propagates through lensL1 and is split into two beams by a
beamsplitter. One beam is reflected from the tested sur
Sand the other is reflected from the reference mirrorR. The
two reflected beams are combined and recorded by a C
camera after passing through lensL2 . LensL2 images the
.00 © 2003 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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Gokhler et al.: Spatial coherence radar . . .
sample onto the CCD detection plane. In general we
sume that the tested surface is tilted relative to the tra
verse plane by small angles,ux in the (x,z) plane anduy

(y,z) plane. The reference mirror is assumed to be ortho
nal to the optical axis, and therefore the angles (ux ,uy) are
also the angle differences between the sample and the
tual image of the reference mirrorR8, which serves as an
effective reference plane.

The point source, with a complex amplitudeus(xs ,ys) at
some point (xs ,ys), creates a field distribution behind th
lensL1

u~x,y,z!5
us~xs ,ys!

j l f
expF j

2p~z12 f !

l
2 j

2p

l f
~xsx1ysy!

2 j
pz

l f 2 ~xs
21ys

2!G , ~1!

wherel is the light wavelength,f is the focal length of lens
L1 and (x,y,z) are the coordinates behind the lensL1 with
their origin at the rear focal point. The referenceR and
sample mirrorsS are located at distancesz5L and z5L
1Dz, respectively, from the rear focal point. The interfe
ence fringes generated on the CCD image sensor are
result of combining the images of the two optical field d
tributions from the reference and the sample mirrors. N
that the beam reflected from the reference mirror trave
distance 2Dz less than the beam reflected from theS mir-
ror. When the object surfaceS is tilted by a small angle
(ux ,uy) relative to the transverse plane, the direction of

Fig. 1 Optical system for measuring surface profiles using the spa-
tial coherence effect.
-
-

-

e

reflected beam deviates by an angle (2ux,2uy) from its
original direction. This introduction of angular deviation
equivalent to giving lateral displacement (Dx,Dy)
5@ f tan(2ux),f tan(2uy)# to the point source. Since eac
point source is completely incoherent to any other points
the source, the overall intensity on the image sensor c
tributed from all the source points is a sum of fringe inte
sities obtained from each point source:

I ~x,y,L !5E E Uu~xs ,ys!

j l f
expF j

2p~L12 f !

l
2 j

2p

l f

3~xsx1ysy!2 j
pL

l f 2 ~xs
21ys

2!G
1

u~xs ,ys!

j l f
expH j

2p~L12Dz12 f !

l

2 j
2p

l f
@~xs2Dx!x1~ys2Dy!y#

2 j
p~L12Dz!

l f 2 @~xs2Dx!21~ys2Dy!2#J U2

3dxsdys . ~2!

Note that lensL2 images the interference distribution o
two fields, one from planeR8 and the other from planeS,
onto the CCD plane. Therefore, regardless of the fo
length of lensL2 , Eq. ~2! also describes the observed i
tensity on the CCD plane. Corresponding to Eq.~2!, the
intensity distribution on the interference plane is given b

I ~x,y,L !5AH 11um~Dx,Dy,2Dz!u

3cosF2p

l f
~xDx1yDy!2

4pDz

l

1f~Dx,Dy,2Dz!1
p~L12Dz!

l f 2

3~Dx21Dy2!G J , ~3!

where

A5~2/l2f 2!E E I s~xs ,ys!dxsdys ,

and the function

m~Dx,Dy,2Dz!5um~Dx,Dy,2Dz!uexp@ j f~Dx,Dy,2Dz!#

is the 3-D complex degree of coherence given by7
m~Dx,Dy,2Dz!5

** I s~xs ,ys!expF j
2pDz

l f 2 ~xs
21ys

2!2 j
2p~L12Dz!

l f 2 ~xsDx1ysDy!Gdxsdys

** I s~xs ,ys!dxsdys
. ~4!
831Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 3, March 2003
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Gokhler et al.: Spatial coherence radar . . .
Equation~4! is no other than the manifestation of the Va
Cittert-Zernike theorem, arguing that the 3-D complex d
gree of coherence is determined by the intensity distri
tion of a quasimonochromatic incoherent source.

To probe the surface profile by only changing the spa
coherence in the system, it has been suggested in Ref.
sculpt the degree of coherence in a shape of three sym
ric sharp peaks, whereas one of the noncentral peak
actually used as the probe. Because of the Fourier tr
form relation @as manifested by the Van Cittert-Zernik
theorem in Eq.~4!# between the source intensity functio
and the degree of coherence, the desired three peak s
of the degree of coherence is obtained by a source inten
distribution of a transversely shifted FZP. FZP is a bina
approximation of the following cosine grating

I s~xs ,ys!}11cos$pgn@~xs2jk!
21~ys2h l !

2#1bm%

~xs
21ys

2!1/2<R, ~5!

whereR is the maximal radius of the sourcegn, (jk ,h l),
andbm are the parameters that control the longitudinal a
the transverse movements and the phase of the degre
coherence, respectively. The transverse shifts given
(jk ,h l) are aimed to detect tilted surfaces as shown in
following. Substituting Eq.~5! into Eq. ~4! yields the fol-
lowing complex degree of coherence,

m~Dx,Dy,2Dz!

}sincS DzR2

2l f 2 D J1FL12Dz

l f 2 2pR~Dx21Dy2!1/2G
L12Dz

l f 2 R~Dx21Dy2!1/2

* F2d~Dz!1exp~ j bm!dS Dz1
gnl f 2

2
,Dx

1
gnl f 2jk

L12Dz
,Dy1

gnl f 2h l

L12DzD
1exp~2 j bm!dS Dz2

gnl f 2

2
,Dx2

gnl f 2jk

L12Dz
,Dy

2
gnl f 2h l

L12DzD G , ~6!

where the asterisk means convolution,d is the Dirac delta
function,J1 is the first order, first kind, Bessel function, an
sinc(x)5sin(px)/px. In these expressions the paramet
gn and (jk ,h l) determine the location of the11 and21
coherence orders~equivalent to the diffraction orders! in
the space (Dx,Dy,Dz), and the parameterbm is the phase
of the 61 orders. For every value ofgn and (jk ,h l), one
can introducem different values ofbm equally distributed
in the range@0,2pp#, wherep is the number of periods. As
the number of periods increases, the surface positio
measured with less uncertainty. According to Eq.~3! the
phase change ofm(Dx,Dy,Dz) moves the fringes in the
(x,y,L) plane. Thus, if a single point on the (x,y,L) plane
is probed, the detected intensity is periodically modula
832 Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 3, March 2003
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along the variablem in the same visibility value equal to
um(Dx,Dy,Dz)u. This method of coherence profilometry
applied herein, enabling us to measure surfaces with
area smaller than the width of a single spatial fringe.
each spatial point we measure the modulation depth of e
periodic intensity signal ofp periods. The aim of this mea
surement is to find the maximum value of the modulati
depth of the signal as a function of the parametergn at
various points of the sample. If at a certain point the va
has maximum visibility for somegn5gN , this means that,
according to Eq.~6!, the probed point is most closel
placed on a plane that has an altitude ofDzN from the
reference mirror, given by

DzN5gNl f 2/2. ~7!

By this procedure we have the necessary information
measure the profile.

If the tested surface is tilted relative to the transve
plane by small angles (ux ,uy), the 61 longitudinal coher-
ence orders cannot detect the elevation difference betw
the mirrors because maximum visibility no longer appe
on the longitudinal axis (0,0,Dz). This is because, accord
ing to the relation (Dx,Dy)5@ f tan(2ux),f tan(2uy)#,
(Dx,Dy) are different than zero. To find the tilt angle an
the elevation, one has to transversely shift the FZP
gradually changing the parameters (jk ,h l) until maximum
visibility is obtained on the detector. Assuming this max
mum visibility happens for certain value sets
(jK ,hL ,gN) then, according to Eq.~6!, the tilt angles are

ux5
1

2
arctanS Dx

f D
5

1

2
arctanF gNl f 2jK

f ~L12DzN!G
5

1

2
arctanF 2DzNjK

f ~L12DzN!G , ~8!

uy5
1

2
arctanS Dy

f D
5

1

2
arctanF gNl f 2hL

f ~L12DzN!G
5

1

2
arctanF 2DzNhL

f ~L12DzN!G . ~9!

The depth resolution of the system is determined by
width of the first order ofm(Dx,Dy,Dz). According to
relation~6!, the smallest distinguishable altitude differen
is

Dzmin52l f 2/R2. ~10!

The transverse resolution is conventionally determined
the imaging lensL2 . The angular resolution is approx
mately the ratio between the transverse width of the fi
coherence order and its distanceDzN from the origin:
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Fig. 2 (a) Interference pattern in the regime of the zero coherence order for b50; (b) same as (a) for
b5p, (c) subtraction result between the fringe images of (a) and (b); (d) FZP with parameters: gn

57 cm22, b50; (e) FZP with parameters: gn57 cm22, b5p; (f) interference pattern in the regime of
the first coherence order created by the FZP of (d) with b50; (g) same as (h) for FZP of (e) with b
5p; and (h) subtraction results between the fringe images of (f) and (g).
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Dumin5
1.22l f 2

~L12DzN!RDzN
. ~11!

Note that for not too rough surfaces, the system can
come almost insensitive to the tilt, if the distanceL is cho-
sen to beL522DzAVERAGE. In this case, we can measu
the surface profile by changing only two parametersgn and
bm without considering the small tilts of the tested surfa

3 Experimental Results

Experiments have been conducted to demonstrate the v
ity of the theory described previously. A schematic illustr
tion of the experimental system is shown in Fig. 1 and h
been explained in a previous section. The focal lengths
lensesL1 and L2 were f 5250 mm andf 25200 mm, re-
spectively, and the interferometer was illuminated by
He-Ne laser with a wavelength ofl50.6328mm.

In the first experiment a single mirror was used as
sample. We demonstrate that changes of the variablebm

move only fringes of the first order on the (x,y,L) plane as
indicated by Eq.~6!. Pictures of the fringes of the zero an
first orders with two values ofb1,2: 0 andp were recorded.
Changingbm by p is achieved by contrast inversion of th
FZP, as shown in Figs. 2~d! and 2~e!. As a result, the fringes
of the first order are the only ones to be shifted by a h
period, as shown in Figs. 2~f! and 2~g!. This p shift can be
easily observed by subtracting the last two fringe patte
as shown in Fig. 2~h!. On the other hand, changingbm does
not move the fringes caused by the zero coherence orde
shown in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, and in their subtraction im-
age, shown in Fig. 2~c!. This phenomenon qualitativel
-

-

,

s

demonstrates that the degree of coherence obeys Eqs~3!
and~6!, and help us to find the maximum visibility cause
by the first coherence order, as shown next.

We used the subtraction technique of two fringe patte
taken under two opposite contrast FZPs~i.e., with b150
andb25p, as described in Fig. 2! to qualitatively demon-
strate that the first order can be moved along theDz axis
and probe surfaces with different elevations. The subtr
tion technique gives better fringe contrast, and better d
tinction from the fringes of the zero coherence order, th
using a single FZP, as demonstrated by Fig. 2. An exp
ment was done with three side-by-side mirrors with diffe
ent elevations relative to the transverse plane. The radiu
the incoherent source was 1.8 cm. So according to Eq.~10!,
the smallest distinguishable altitude difference wasDzmin

'0.24 mm. The SLM used here has 10243768 pixels.
Five different values ofgn were used in the experimen
g1,...,554, 6.64, 9.4, 10.5, 13 cm22. According to Eq.~7!
the five values ofgn reveal five different altitudesDz1,...,5

50.79, 1.3, 1.86, 2.08, 2.6 mm. As shown in Fig. 3~c!,
whengn reveals an altitude of a certain mirror, maximu
fringe visibility is seen on the corresponding mirror. Th
states of the degree of coherence for each FZP@shown in
Fig. 3~a!# in relation to the altitudes of the three mirrors a
shown in Fig. 3~b!. In three cases of the FZP, the first, thir
and fifth, the distance between the zero and the first co
ence orders is equal to twice the distance between the
erence mirror and the corresponding~out of the three! mir-
ror.

The next experiment is devoted to the surface profilo
etry by using the technique of changing the phase par
eter bm . Two mirror steps with different depths betwee
833Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 3, March 2003
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834 Optical Engi
Fig. 3 (a) Set of zone plates with different values of gn and bm5p. (b) Scheme of the complex degree
of coherence in relation to three mirrors positions. (c) Absolute value of the subtraction between two
fringe images taken with bm equal to 0 and p.
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the mirrors were tested. For each value ofgn we changed
the value ofbm in the range of@0,10p# with a step ofp/4.
Therefore, for each value ofgn we had periodic signals o
41 pixels in length. The experiment was carried out at 3
spatial points along one horizontal line. The measured
tensity versusbm for three values ofgn at the same posi
tion on the mirrors is shown in Fig. 4. For each measu
ment point on the mirrors, the signal with the maximu
modulation depth determines the altitude of the point
cording to the value ofgn at that point and Eq.~7!.
neering, Vol. 42 No. 3, March 2003
The two-dimensional profile along a line crossing t
two different mirror steps aty5200 pixels, for two differ-
ent mirror steps, is shown in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!. Altitudes
of the mirrors were measured with an uncertainty range
100 mm to each side, which is in the range of inhere
uncertainty of 240mm calculated from Eq.~10!. Between
the two experiments, the right-hand mirror was moved f
ward a distance of 300mm. According to these experiment
the altitude gap between the mirrors is estimated to be
mm in Fig. 5~a! and 500mm in Fig. 5~b!. Note that Fig. 5
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Gokhler et al.: Spatial coherence radar . . .
demonstrates a different profile measurement than the
periment shown in Fig. 3. Instead of looking for events
high visibility in the spatial pattern of the interference as
Fig. 3, we look for events of high modulation depth
one-dimensional signals recorded from many scann
points along the surface. Thus by this last method we
measure the altitude of plane segments with a size sm
than the width of a single spatial fringe.

In the last experiment we consider the capability of t
system to measure the tilt angles of flat surfaces. T
sample mirror was tilted in the~x,z! plane for three different
angles: ux52.631024, 5.331024, and 7.931024 rad.
The FZP was transversely shifted along thexs axis with
step of 8 pixels of the SLM, where for each step an int
ference pattern was recorded into the computer. In this
periment g57.5 cm22 and according to Eq.~7!, Dz
51.48 mm. A shift of the FZP by one pixel on the SLM
equal to a shift of 40mm of the quasimonochromati
source. Visibility of the interference pattern for the thr
mentioned angles of the mirror versus the FZP shift is
pict in Fig. 6. As the mirror angle increases, the values
visibility along the plot decreases. The value of the F
shift increases with the tilt angle to reach the maximu
visibility, as expected from Eqs.~8! and ~9!.

Finally, we verify that the system obeys Eqs.~8! and~9!,
used here as the main tool to measure a tilt angle of
sample. To study the tolerance of the measurements
took ten measurements for every mirror tilt angle and c
culated the mean and the standard deviation values of
FZP shift. The step of the FZP shift is equal to 8 pixels
the SLM. The solid line of Fig. 7 shows the experimen
plot of FZP shift, in which maximum visibility is obtained
versus the tilt angle. These results are compared to the
oretical plot ~dash-dot line! calculated by the inverse ver
sion of Eq.~8!, given by

jK5
f ~L12Dz!

2Dz
tan~2ux!. ~12!

Fig. 4 Normalized intensity on the CCD as a function of m for the
point (x,y)5(100,200) pixels on the left mirror. The intensities were
measured for the values of gn55.5, 7.5, and 9.5 cm22 (dash-dot,
solid, dashed line, respectively).
-

r

-

e

e

-

Fig. 5 Cross-section profile of two mirrors along the line y5200
pixels. The depth difference between the two mirrors is estimated as
(a) 150 mm and (b) 500 mm.

Fig. 6 Visibility of the interference pattern as a function of the FZP
shift for different angles of the mirror. The shift step of the FZP on
the SLM is equal to 8 pixels.
835Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 3, March 2003
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Gokhler et al.: Spatial coherence radar . . .
The match between the two plots is good until the angle
1.631023 rad. The theoretical plot was calculated with t
following parameters:f 5250 mm, L515.4 mm, andDz
51.48 mm. Note that by forcing the valueL50 ~achieved
by imaging the back focal plane of lensL1 into the CCD!,
the transverse shift of the FZP becomes independent o
elevation differenceDz. Thus, for surfaces with differen
depths but with the same tilt angle, a single transverse s
of jk5 f tan(2ux) of the FZP will be suitable for measurin
all the surfaces.

4 Conclusion

We have demonstrated full control of our proposed spa
coherence radar. The peak of relatively high coherence
desirably move in three axes of the space in which
degree of coherence is defined. The longitudinal movem
is used to determine the elevation of the investigated
face, whereas the transverse movement is used for me
ing the surface tilt. In addition, we show that the coheren
peak’s phase angle can be controllably changed. This
parameter enables us to determine the altitude and til
small surfaces. The smallest area that can be observe
within the transverse resolution limit of the system.

The main weakness of the present setup, which sho
be considered in the near future, is the relatively low de
resolution compared to the temporal coherence-based
tems. However, the advantageous features of the me
are operation without mechanical movement and un
quasimonochromatic illumination. The last feature mak
the proposed system suitable for measurement in hig
dispersive media.
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Fig. 7 FZP shift for which the visibility is maximal as a function of
the mirror angle. The dashed line is the theoretical plot and the solid
line combines the experimental points.
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